
Part One, Chapters 1 & 2 
 

The Transactional Lawyer 

 
 In Part I you were introduced to business organization law, the primary forms of doing business, and 

the basic choice of entity problem. In addition, you were given – or perhaps reminded of – some of the 

ethical considerations a business lawyer should keep in mind at the commencement of a representation. 

Although there is still a lot to cover, putting what you’ve learned already into actual context may help you 

to cement your understanding. 

 

 Imagine yourself, then, in the two following scenarios: 

 

Scenario One 

 

 You recently have hung out your own shingle, joined the local Rotary Club, and have been 

networking like mad.  Happily, your efforts have borne fruit (or maybe it was your Mom’s talking 

you up to everyone she knows at work).  You have just gotten an email from Virginia Ali, who 

has told you that she and her husband, Ben, are about to start a new business – a diner specializing 

in chili. They would like to retain you to give them advice about what they need to do.  They’ve 

worked in restaurants in the past and already know about food-handler’s licensing, but Virginia 

says they’ve never really owned anything except their home and cars.  You exchange emails about 

your billing rate, to which Virginia agrees (yay!) and then set up an appointment for a face-to-face 

meeting tomorrow. 

 

 You pull out some notes from a young practitioner’s seminar you attended.  One of the old-

timers who spoke recommended developing an “intake” form to guide your discussion with new 

clients.  It should have the questions that you want to ask them, as well as the points that you need 

or want to make. In some cases, she said, you might want to ask the client to fill out part of it in 

advance; in others, you would walk through the whole thing with them.  Since this will be your 

first use of such a form, you will ask the Alis all the questions yourself and fill in the answers, but 

you want the form to be as useful as possible for future clients as well. 

 

 As just about anyone would, you start with Google ™ and find a number of forms. A generic 

rendition of what you found pretty much looks like this: 

 

Business Entity Intake Form 
 

Your Full Name: 
 
Email Address: 
 
Your Complete Address: 
 
All Contact Phone Numbers: 
 



Type of Business Desired (Mark One): 
 Corporation 
 Partnership 
 Limited Liability Company 
 
State in Which You Desire to Form the Business: 
 
Desired Effective Date of Formation of the Business: 
 
Desired Name of Business: 
 
General Description of Business: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Address of Principal Place of Business: 
 
Full Names, Addresses, and Social Security Numbers of the Owners of the Business and the 
Amount of Shares, Units or Percentages of Ownership: 
 
 
 
 
Full Name of all Officers You Wish to Elect, if Applicable, with Their Appropriate Title Next to 
Their Name (i.e., President, Secretary, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
Do You Have or Expect to Have Any Employees? 
 
 
What Date Do you Expect to First Pay Them Wages? 
 
 
 First, ask yourself if you understand why the form calls for each piece of information, since 

there may be things about which you haven’t yet learned. Then, decide what, if anything, is 

missing or might be asked for in a more meaningful way.  

 

[Your teacher may ask you to complete this assignment 

 in writing or to prepare it for class discussion.] 



  

Scenario Two 

 

 You are in your first week of work as a fledgling associate at Tarbox, Cole & Brimstone, LLC. 

You are extremely pleased when senior partner Salvatore Pachenko (call me “Sal”) asks you to 

come along to an early afternoon meeting at a client’s office. The client in question is App-ell, 

Inc., a publicly traded software development company. App-ell has been approached by Bill Jobs, 

a young man with a lot of credibility in the software community: he has sold two successful start-

ups for a lot of money. He has a new idea, though, that will require even more money than he can 

afford and he wants App-ell’s backing. 

 

 On the day of the meeting, Sal returns from lunch complaining about the oysters. A few 

minutes later, Sal is on his way home, telling you that you’ll need to “take the meeting”  on your 

own – but not to worry since it’s just brainstorming about business structures “just like you learned 

in law school.”  You think to ask whether there will be any other lawyers there, and Sal says “Nah, 

Jobs thinks he’s a smart guy who doesn’t need anyone else’s advice. It’ll just be him, the folks 

from App-ell, and you.” You already know that the “folks from App-ell” are Claudia Ferrell, the 

Chief Financial Officer, and Randall Doyle, who is in Research and Development. 

 

 You’ll have about thirty minutes to think about things in the cab on your way to the meeting. 

Make some notes outlining the questions you will ask and any points you need to make. 

 

[Your teacher may ask you to complete this assignment 

 in writing or to prepare it for class discussion.] 


